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mirrors 0 has to be 3 nm or less. OCR Output

characterized by the r.m.s. deviation, 0, from the centre plane. For RICH
with respect to the ideal smooth reference plane. The value of roughness is
where r is the radius-vector of the surface point, and z is the ordinate measured

Z = z(:c,y) = z(r),

smoothness. The rough surface is defined by the profile function [10]:
appropriateness of the substrates for the production of the mirrors is their
a wavelength »\ =140-220 nm and one of the basic parameters, defining the

The photodetectors used in RICH counters are sensitive to photons with

1. LIGHT REFLECTION FROM ROUGH SURFACE

the production of mirrors with a thickness of not more than 3 mm.
(36 The high Young modulus of beryllium makes it possible to envisage
substrates made of beryllium, since it is known for its high radiation length

In the light of foregoing, the work was started on the development of mirror
mirrors with a thickness not exceeding 1% of radiation length [7,8].
mirrors were used (5% of radiation length) [3,4,5,6]. Some detectors require
of the mirrors were 22 mm thick In subsequent RlCHs 6 mm thick glass.
to be reduced to In the first large RICH detector the glass substrates
reduce particle interactions with the detector material, the mirror thickness has
the RICH, reiecting photons radiated by the particle onto photodetectors. To
widely used in high-energy physics. The mirror is ari essential component of

Ring-Imaging. Cherenkov counters (RICH), considered in detail in [1], are



were also coated. Sample No. 5 was not covered with a reflecting surface. OCR Output
was being coated, test samples cut out of the glass used for the DELPHI RICH
CERN using the method described in [13]. At the same time as the beryllium
and 2, the other for samples 3 — 5. The reflecting coatings was deposited at
The samples were polished using two different technologies: one for samples 1

Some 3 mm thick and 40 mm diameter samples of beryllium were polished.

2. SAMPLES

be represented as a sum of several Gaussians [11,12].
lected for the autocorrelation function, or the autocorrelation function has to

angular distribution of scattered light a suitable approximation has to be se
the polished surfaces are non—Gaussian. Thus, for a correct description of the
cess with parameters 0 and a. The correlation functions of the majority of

The aforementioned is applicable for a surface formed by a Gaussian pro

:0: = R/R0 = e:cp(—-(41m/)\)).

surface of the same material, depends only on the wavelength A and cr :
observed specular reflectance R of the surface to R0 of the perfectly smooth
tion. With normal incidence, the specular factor z, defined as the ratio of the

beam, i.e., the roughness does not lead to the appearance of additional absorp
of diifusely scattered light corresponds to the decrease of the mirror-reflected
ularities (facets) on the optical surface. In the first approximation the intensity
formation of a diffuselyscattered component as reflection from the micro irreg

The scalar theory of light scattering on the rough surface interprets the

K(·r) = ae:cp(——r/a).

[9]. The Gaussian function of the correlationis often used [10,11,12]:
definitions, the most obvious being the mean step of roughness between peaks
a (”<<>>” denotes space averaging). The autocorrelation length has several
which, apart from 0, has one more parameter, i.e., the autocorrelation length

K(r — rl) =< z(r)z(1·’) >,

correlation function

correlation between the height of the relief at points z(r) and z(r') is the auto
The fundamental characteristic of the surface profile describing the spatial



where F(a) = exp[-(rra19,,,;,,/M2] —— exp[—(rrai9,,m/M2].

0 ·-= Ay/(TIS)/(47m/F(a)), (2) OCR Output

where it is assumed that correlation length :1:3 pm, 19,,,,,,:d/ 2D , 19,,,,,,:rr /2.
Table 1 gives values of an and af; calculated with formulae (1) and (2),

be calculated using formula [10]:
between minimum angle 19,,,;,, and maximum angle Wmax, the rms roughness may
light is lost through. this exit hole. If the apparatus detects the light scattered
reflected flux centered about the specular beam, part of the diffusely scattered

the corresponding aperture. Since the maximum angular density of the diffusely
sphere, the mirror-reflected beam must not be detected and must exit through

However, when diffusely scattered radiation is measured using an integrating

0:-/\\/ln(1—TIS)/4rrx}\\/TIS/4rr.

grated scattering (TIS):
The surface roughness is often determined from the value of the total inte

0.1% and 0.1% at a scattering value above 0.1%.
337 nm. The accuracy of measurement was 0.01% at a scattering value up to
mm), the total integrated scattering (TIS) was measured at a wavelength of
beam diameter 1.5 mm, the aperture diameter in the integrating sphere d:10

4.1 Using an integrating sphere (the diameter of the sphere D:100 mm, the
Measurements of the samples roughness were taken using several methods.

3. ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS

beryllium mirror decreased by 3.5%.
dropped within the range of 160-220 nm by an average of 6%, that of the
the air for 6 hours up to 100 degrees. VVhile the reflectivity of the glass mirror
quality was investigated. One beryllium and one glass mirror were heated in
beryllium mirrors and a test glass mirror. The effect of heating on the mirror
Figure 1 shows the wavelength dependence of the specular reflectivity for four

After coating, measurements were taken of the mirror specular reflectivity.



a; — surface is described by only one gaussian. OCR Output
dence; 01, aq, 03, al, aq, aa — surface is described by the sum of three gausbiann; cr;]

Figure 2. The angular dependence of diffusely scattered light: dashed line - measured depen
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L > 2m/E, OCR Output
that can be resolved [12] as:
structure equals A [10]. With Talystep measurements the minimum spacing
have meaning [14]. With optical measurements the minimum space of surface
specify the bandwidth of the noise power spectrum for his measurements to
to the electrical engineers dilemma in measuring rms noise in a circuit. He must

We have to remember that the problem of measuring roughness is equivalent
once [11,].2]. Results on measuring are often sufficiently different.

Rioughness was measured by different methods and compared more than
with those given in [13].
DELPHI RICH. The surface roughness values obtained from this scan coincide
50 pm). A surface scan was also made on a sample glass mirror used in the
were used to measure the surface roughness (the basic measurement length is
the Talystep profilograph with a stylus radius r = 1 pm. These surface profiles

4.3. Figure 3a-3c shows the surface scans of the test samples obtained using

have if the surface be described only by one of the three Gaussian functions.
Figure 2 also gives the a.ng11lar dependence that the scattered light would
by fitting the reference CUIVB to the measured one and are also shown in Table 1.
parameters al, 02, as, al, az, ag . The parameters of the functions are defined
scribed by the sum of three independent Gaussian correlation functions with
that calculated on the basis of the assumption that the surface may be de
length of »\ =632 nm. Figure 2 gives the measured angular dependence and

4.2. The angular dependence of scattered light was measured at a wave

cr1,;,, nm - measixredby Talystep.
correlation function, cn., is root mean square from 0;;
the assumption that the surface may be described by the sum of three independent Gaussian

al, en, aa, (measured in nm), al, ag, ag ( measured in nm ) are calculated on the basis of
ay; ,0]; is the rms roughness according to formulae 1 and 2 (measured in nm);

(0.2) I (0.6) I (3.0)
Sample 5 3.7 I 3.0 | 3.0 | 5.0 || 5.0

(0.3) I (0.7) I (3.2)
Sample 0 II 0.68 I 2.2 I 5.8 II 1.4 2.2 2.9 I :4.0 II 3.5<(0.1) (0.6) (3.3) I I
Sample 1 II 0.2 I 1.2 I 3.2 II 1.2 1.3 1.6 I 2.4 II 0.8

(**1) (az) (M)TIS [0’j1 [Un II U1 U2 U3 [Uwe °'T¤ly [ [
Table 1.
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vacuum ultraviolet is ready now, substrate was polished at NPO ”Kompozit"

The 3 mm thick mirror with diameter 250 mm and good reflectivity in
least 0:3 nm) to be used for mirrors reflecting vacuum ultraviolet.

Samples of beryllium were obtained with sufficiently small roughness (at

CONCLUSION

[15].
of the surface area they would cause a significant increase in the scattered light
surface. Although these small polishing artifacts may cover only a small fraction
spoiled by the presence of dust , micro-sleek or polishing pits distributed over
measurement of sample No 1. We suppose that optical measurements were

to coincide. Difference exist between optical measurements and stylus- type

Our results using optical methods with appropriate treatments are found
L *:400 nm, i.e. the same minimal spacing as for optical measurement.

where h = 2y/% is the amplitude of the roughness. For 0 = 2 — 3 nm



Fig 3c. Surface scan of sample N25.

Fig 3b. Surface scan of sample N23.

Fig 3a. Surface scan of sample N2}.
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